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Maori language and culture have value not only to those of Maori descent but also to other 

1 ew Zealanders. TI1ey are an clement of key importance in our identity as a nation. We 

cannot estabhsh our distinctiveness on the world scene without calling on the 1\faon input. 

Pre entcd m its full n !mess and depth, that input develop::- our knowledge of om land and it 

lustory, our knowledge of and pride m oursdves . 1 

2 

I INTRODUCTIO.' 

Ma01i languagc2 (te reo lvfaorz) is an integral part of 1 ew Zealand's national identity. 

Perhaps in recognition, 1995 has been designated ·~faori Language Year'. Or, instead of 

New Zealand celebrating a '·distinctive feature of its heritage",3 such a designation may 

simply reflect that l\laori language desperately needs national support. 

As its uses haw dwindled, so has the language itself Those \ ishing to preserve • 1aori 

la~cruage face an arduous task. Tht:re is a sense of urgenc. , as l\1aori 1 
\ ho can peal the 

language fluently are becoming older. 5 Ther . is a need to . ploit this aging r source b for 

it is too late.6 

This article e:amincs effo11s to revitalize 1 Iaori language through broadcasting's power. 

Broadcasting may seem to be the perfect answer to halt the decline. Radio and television are 

Dame J Metge, cited in Report of the Waitangt Tribunal on Claims Concerning the Allocation v/Radio 
Frequencies (Wai 26 and Wai 150) 34. 
2 Vanous dialects ofMaon language exi:;t. Tlus may rruse ancillary problem:,; for broadcasting ·\1aori 
language' on 1 national leve~ but as the WuitangL Tribunal has noted, tlu if> a problem capable of ·oluti n: 
Report of the Wattangi Tribunal on the Te Reo Maori Clarm (Wai 11) 1986, 48. 11uoughout this aiticle, 
·Maon language' is used ma general, mdicat1ve sense. 
i J WruteAoteareo Speakmgfor Ourselves: A Discussion on the Deielopmem of 11 New Zealand 
Languages Poltcy (~finis try of Education. Wellington. 1992) 18 
4 The definition of· Maori' has lead to unce1tamty m the past. It is now\ ell e:-;tabltshed that if a pet ·on can 
lay clann to any Maon ancestry, then he or she ma) consider them elves· Maon' 'A :\faori is one, ho has 
Maon ancestry and who feels hirnselfto he Maori"· above n 2, l l For the remainder of this paper, 1t 1s 
intended that ·Maori' denote those who are fightmg for, .md have taken step for the salvation of the Maon 
language. It is not mtendcd to 1mpt~ that all Maori ".>hare tll ,new of tho:;e ucuvely mvolved with tlu ta 
' It lli expected that m the next 20 years, the number of elderly .\1ao1i will increase rapidly It is here that 
fluency m the language and knowledge of Maori culture 1s concentrated See I Pool Te !wt Muon: a New 
Zealand Population, Past, Present and Projected (Auckland Univ1.:rsity Pre:-.s, Auckland, l l.)91 l 227 
6 Pool believes these older generat1011s should be well !',Uited to transnuttmg therr knowledge ofMaon 
language and culture. The challenge is to make u-,e of this knowledge 111 an appropriate marmer ubovt.. n 5, 
227 
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part of nearly all , Tew Zealanders' lives. At present broadcasting fmms the core of mass 

communication. The potential seems limitless - what better way to spread the knowledge of 

a few amongst the wider population of~ Tew Zealand? 

However, ~Iaori language, with its strength confined to older generations, will struggle 

against the demand for 'modem culture'. In an environment dictated by the free play of 

market forces, and by the limits of the Public Broadcasting Fee, an entity with little 

commercial power will struggle for 'air time'. 

In the New Zealand A1aori Council v Attorney-Generaf ('NZAfC ') case, :Maori sought to 

overcome these obstacles by demanding the Crown's assistance. The Crown was compelled 

to acknowledge a Treafy9 duty to seek ways of promoting l\faori language in broadcasting. 

The prolonged proceedings which followed highlight the clash between this duty, and 

government policy favouring market competitiveness. 

After discussing the legal issues in the NZA1C case, this artide further examines whether 

broadcasting is ultimately suited to assist l\laori language. A survey of various social issues 

neglected in the case suggests that at present, the answer must be no. Despite considerable 

effo1ts, as Maori language now stands, it is too difficult to manipulate the broadcasting 

environment to meet Maori language needs. 

II MAORI 1 Al\JGUAGE 

A Towards Extinction? 

Numerous attempts to succinctly describe the state of 1 1aori language have recently been put 

forth. They are united in outhrung a precarious existence. 

In 1986, the Waitangi Tribunal stated the matter thus: 10 

7 "Broadcasters lure audiences \'llth programmes and ::.ell the audiences to advertisers, who m turn show 
advertisements to the audiences. Audiences do not pay directly for the broadcast programme~.'' ~ee M L 
Spitzer "Justifying Minority Preferences in Broadcasting" (1 OOl) 64 South CallfRev 293,305 
8 [1994] 1 NZLR 513 (PC) 
9 All references to the Treaty of Wa.itangi will be ''the Treaty'. 
10 Above n 2, 10. In dehvering the advice of the Pnvy Council in N7,MC above n 8, 51-t, Lord Woolf simply 
said it was "in a 'tate of serious decline." 



It 1s clear that Maori language in ew Zealand is not in a healthy state at the present time and 

that urgent action must be taken if it is to survive. 

4 

!vlaori language will not become extinct. The danger is that only a few elite will be fluent 

speakers, and consequently, "as a living language it will be no more'' .
11 

This decay would 

have negative consequences for all things Maori, as language lies at the very heatt of Maori 

culture. The position is forcefully stated in the following proverb:
12 

Ka ngaro te reo, ka ngaro taua, pen 1 te ngaro o te Moa 

(If the language be lost, man will be lost, as dead as the Moa) 

The early New Zealand Education system must bear much of the blame for the present 

situation. 13 Often it was forbidden, and heavily punished to speak ~1aori at school. It was 

thereby learnt that Maori language was no longer acceptable in Ne~ Zealand society:
14 

There are many reasons why people decided . to abandon the use of Maori ill their homes 

One major and ever-present factor in such decis10ns however has been the obviom lack of 

support for the lartguage ill the • ew Zealand commw1ity as a whole . . It was very obvious 

that the only language that really counted rn ew Zealand was Engltsh 

McGechan J obse1ved that "the present situation is 'serious', but not yet 'hopeless'".
15 

While there is hope, action can be taken to preserve :Maori language. 

B Future Prospects for Afaori Language 

Inevitably, if Mao1i. language is not used in a social context, it serves a limited purpose, and 

natural fluency will decline. Maori are concerned with finding ways to alleviate this acute 

11 McGechan J, in New Zealand Maori Council v AttomeJ~General Urueported, 3 .May 1901, High Court 
Wellington Regii;try CP 042/88, 59 
12 Above n 2, 7. 
13 In 1913, 90% of Maori spoke the language fluently, compared to 20% by 1053 above n 2, 11 lt 1s now 
estimated that 1 5% of the total population is fluent in ~faori (12% of the Maori population): above n 3, 15 
'4 · Above n 2, 11. 
1~ Above n 11, 58. TI1e social science experts agree with him - there arc still enough fluent speakers to 
encourage hope. See the discussion below in Part V. 
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loss of fluent speakers. The most comprehensive discussion of language policy in New 

Zealand suggests that "revitalization of a people's language mvolves increasing the number 

of native speakers of the language, [and] increasing the number of domains in which the 

language is used .... "16 

However, the revival of Maori language should be not confined to simple numerical issues:17 

A fundamental objective overall for Maori 1s a sense of self worth as Maon. '11lis cannot be 

aclueved without a sense that to be Maori, to be enriched by one ' s culh1re is of high value. In 

this context [he effective recognition of the Maon language 1s of crucial unportance 

The primaty focus for Maori is to increase the number of fluent speakers. I Iowever, greater 

recognition of ~.faori language is beneficial in itself, as it wilt strengthen a source of pride for 

all Maoti. 

C The Role of Broadcasting zn the Rerival 

Broadcasting sparks many issues. Without doubt, it is considered to be highly influential -

on the young in particular. Cun-ent law readily assumes societal values are affected by 

printed and visual matter. 18 Broadcasting is presumed to haw an eno1mous effect in 

developing and influencing the make-up of modem society. 19 

The importance of broadcasting has been seized upon by l faori. It is not imagined to be a 

lone saviour for the language. However, when associated with education and increased 

home use, broadcasting is considered to be "an essential component of institutional support 

for the maintenance and revitalization"20 of Maori language. 

16 Above n 3, 30. 
17 D Henare, M Thompson and L Comer KaAwatea (Ministerial Planning Group, Wellington, 1991 J 83. 
18 For example, the Films, Videos ,md Publications Classification Act 1903 creates a comprehensive scheme 
for regulating content of vanous publications The Broad a ·tmg Act 198() 1belf sets standards for programme 
content. 
19 In the United States context, it has been argued that "to pretend (as we all do from time to time) that film 
or television . . 1s a neutral vessel, or contentless, mmdless, or unpersuasive, is sheer d ... nial. It is for better and 
frequently for worse, one of the major forces in the shapmg of ow- national vision .... " See P J Williams 
"Metro Broadcasting, Inc v FCC· Regrouping in Smgular 'Ii.mes'' ( 1091) 104 HLR 525, 535. 
2~ Above n 11, 60 



Broadcasting m ew Zealand is characterized by the perpetuation of English language to the 

exclusion of its Maori counterpart. This has contributed to a social environment where 

~1ami. language is smothered by English dominance. It follows that the perceived role of 

broadcasting is to raise the exposure, and indeed acceptance of Maon language in society. 

Respect for Maoti. language within the conununity is cmcial to its development and 

survival:21 

Today the electronic media dominates the way in which individuals, families, communities and 

a nation see themselves. Clearly 1\faondom hJS been, and continues to be, misrepresented and 

negatively portrayed by this medtum. Maon have been unable to hear etlecttvely, or speak for, 

themselves and in this age of technological sophistication this is no longer acceptable 

This view has been endorsed by the Waitangi Tribunal,22 and is a theme in discussion of 
language policy in >lew Zealand.23 

The major hindrance is that broadcasting, whether by television or radio, is a highly 

specialized business. More irnpottantly, the costs involved are enmmous, and commercial 

competitiveness is cmcial for survival within the industry. Creating a safe market for a 

language which is "being suffocated by the enveloping effect of the English language and 
contemporary culture"24 is a difficult task. 

broadcasting stmcture. The only source of this assistance is their Treaty partner - the 

Crown. However, to those concerned with saving :Maori language, the Crown has not acted 

'"
1 

D Chapman for the Tuwharetoa :\faon Trust Board and Te Reo Iri.rangi o Tuwharetoa, m Four Hut on the 
Theme Broadcasting, Te Reo, and the Future (Ministry of Commerce, Wellington, 1991) 4. 
" In hearing a claun regardmg the allocation of rad10 frequt.:ncies, the Wa1tangi. Tribunal stated: 

"We are convmced that the broadcastmg media, radio, and television, pla) a key role rn the 
marntenance or loss, development or stagnation of language and culture, not only by what they 
do, but by what they <lo not do. ·nie vutual absence of Maori language from radio and 
televis10n has been a potent factor rn the ct~cline in the number of tluent speakers of Maon over 
the last forty years, to the point where its sumval is problematic. This must be rectified.'' 

See above n 1, 36. 
23 

It was asserted that "fb ]roadcasting is also important for the mamtenance and d~velopment of group 
identity. At a national leve~ radio and television contribute to the development of a national id~ntity. At a 
community level they can be influential cham1els for the mamtena.nce of community identity and cohe 1011 " 
See above n 3, 15. 
24 Above n 8. 518 
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vigorously enough to protect Nfaori language. An oppottunity to litigate this claim 
materialized upon restructuring of the broadcasting environment. 

III THE TREATY OF \VAITA1.GI A IT) BROADCASTING 

A Restructuring the Broadcasting Environment 

1 Legislative Af easures 

A maze of legislative provistons enacted the new broadcasting structure. Section 5 of the 

State-Owned Enterprises Amendment Act (No 2) 1988 dissolved the Broadcasting 

Corporation of~ ew Zealand, and its assets were vested in the Crown. Radio _ ew Zealand 

and Tele-vision New Zealand were then added to the list of Stak-Owned Enterprises.25 

These entities would now compete in a commercial environment with other privately O\\ned 

broadcac;ting stations.26 
Ideally, Crown interference with management and operational 

activities would be minimal, to achieve maximum efficiency and competitiveness. 

The remaining step required to consummate broadcasting independence was the transfer of 
broadcasting assets from the Crown to the new enterprises. 27 

2 A lack of protection? 

It was recognized that minority interests could not be left unprotected within the new 

competitive environment. A grants scheme was developed to encourage representation of 

L~ Section 2 of the State-Owned Enterpnse:s Amendment Act (No 4) 1988 'Ibc li t i:s cont.11ned m the First 
Sch to the State-0'>\11ed Enterprises Act 1986. 
2
~ TI1e Radiocommunications Act 198Q set up a comprehensive scheme for the allocat10n ofbroadcastmg 

frequencies on a commercially ,iable basis 
n Section 7 oft11e Broadcastmg Amendment Act (\Jo 2) 1988 allowed the Mimstcr of Finance and State-
Owned Enterpnses to identify assets ( and liabilities) which should be transferred to TV Z dJld R. Z by the 
appropnate Order in Council. Section 9 of that Act provided fuat fue transfer was to be treated as though 
earned out under s 23(1) offue State-Owned Enterpnses Act 1 G8o . 
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t< 
these interests. The Broadcasting Commission would charge a public broadcasting fee, 18 to 
be used for various broadcasting objectives. 29 

This was not enough to meet the demands of Ma01i. They claimed • 1aori language and 

culture are taonga, and that the Treaty imposes an active obligation upon the Crown to 

protect all such taonga. The proposed scheme offered little prospect of this duty being 

fulfilled, making the transfer of assets inconsistent with Treaty principles:1() The courts were 
required to assess the validity of this claim. 

B L1tigation in the Courts 

TI1e affinnahve act.ton debate in some respecb re~embles a coll<.::ge basketbi:ill game Sides are 

chosen - or perhaps dictated by fate - before the contest. Both sets of fans spend an enormous 

amount of energy shouting at each other across the court and over the heads of the real player ... , 

but neither side convmces the other of much except the degree of JXbs10n for its own team . 

When the game is over it remains unclear e. ·actly what if anything, the , •inning fans haw won 
and the losing fans have lost ~1 

1 App(ving the Treaty to broadcastmg 

Before the restructuring process, the Waitangi Tribunal advised the Crown that 11aori 

language was taonga, and thereby within the Treaty's protection. Thi'i means the Crown 

guaranteed undisturbed possession of the language to :Maori, and undertook to protect it.31. 

28 
Section 47 of the Broadcasting Act 1989. 

29 
Section 36 of the Broadcasttng Act 1989 proVIdes: 

"The functions of the Comm1ss10n are -
(a) To reflect and develop ew Zealand identit) and culture by -

(ii) Promottng Maori language and Maon culture . .. " 

30 Above n 11, 2. 
31 

D P Judges "Light Beams and Particle Dreams: Rethinkmg the Individual vs G10up Rights Paradigm m 
Affirmative Action" (I 091 J 44 Ark L Rev 1005, I 007. 
12 

Above n 2, 20 This approach was subsequently adopted m the preamble of the Maori Language Act 1087 

'"WHEREAS in th Treat)' of Waitangi the Crown confirmed and guaranteed to the Maori 
people, among other thmgs, all their taonga: And wherea:-. the ~Iaon Language 1s one such 
taonga" 
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In the High Com1, McGcchan J fu11her accepted that broadcasting was vital to Maori 

language revitalization. It was "one of a trio of major influences, compri.c;ing home use, 

education and broadcasting''.3-' Broadcasting gave potential to have the language heard by a 

mass audience, and could increase its status and credibility amongst youth. >4 

During the restrncturing process, there had been Treaty failings over reasonable inquiry.35 

As a consequence, the Crown had not adequately informed itself as to the importance of 

broadcasting for Maori language protection.36 If the restrncturing process had proceeded in 

a proper manner, the Crown would have been aware that the Treaty requires positive 

act10n37 to secure a place for Maori language in broadcasting. In the absence of adequate 

protective steps, Treaty principles would be violated.38 

This conclusion was adhered to by the Court of Appeal and the Privy Council. 

The imposition of this duty was unopposed by the Crown. The contentious aspect was to 

ascertain the precise nature and extent of the obligation. In the Tc Reo 1faori hearing, the 

Waitangi Tribunal was understandably reluctant to make any concrete recommendations, as 

the Broadcasting Tribunal, and a Royal Commission on Broadcasting were looking into the 

area.39 As the case unfolded in the courts, final decision on this point was not required but 

there were some judicial observations of significance. 

When considering the extent to which the Crown should implement policy to folftl its 

obligations, the Privy Council's advice must now be taken into consideration:4 

33 Above n 11, 62. 
,,4 Above n 11, ol. Comfort was also denved from the Radio Frequencies Report (above n l, 2o), where the 
Waitangi Tnbunal was supportive ofincrea~ed Maori language e, ·po~ure m broadrnstmg. See above n 11, o2. 
'This duty arises from the fundamental Treaty principles ofreasonableness and good faith to be observed by 

both parties See Richardson Jin New Zealand Maori Council v Attomey-Genera/ [ I 087] I NZI ,R 641, 673 
36 Above n 11, '"'0 \Iuch d1Scuss1on between the Crmm and ;1,,faori did take place, but tlus wa:-, after the 
broadcastmg structure was established by legislation. 
TI The Crown s obligat10n is not lirruted to pa.'isive protection, but may also require active )teps. See above n 
3'i, 673. 
38 Above n 11, 71. 
39 Above n 2, 41. 
40 Above n 8,517. 



Foremost among those 'pnnciples' are the obligahons which the Crown undertook of 
protecting and preserving .. the Maori language as part of taonga. . . The Treaty refers to this 
obligation in the English text as amounting to a guarantee by the Crown... . It docs not 
however mean that the obligation L absolute and unqualified. Tiu:s would be inco1b1Stcnt with 
the Crown's other responsibilities as the government of~ ew Zealand and the relationship 
between Maori and the Crown. This relationship the Treaty emisages should be found d on 
reasonableness, mutual cooperation and trust. 

lC 

The governing principle is that the Crown should not be required ''to go beyond tak.ing such 
action as is reasonable in the prevailing circumstances''. 4

i Furthermore, "the protective steps 
which it is reasonable for the Crown to take change depending on the situation which exists 
at any particular time''. u 

Without denying the profound imp01tance of preserving • faori language, a conservative 
approach in the broadcasting area is justified. The potential quantity of expenditure involved 
is vast, and the prospect of achieving positive results remains uncertain.43 

? Section 9 of the State Owned Enterprises Act 1986 

Treaty obligations are not enforceable by legal action unless incorporated into law by 
statute.44 However, section 9 of the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986 ('the Act') provides 
the following: 

9. Treaty of Waitangi - Nothing m this Act shall permit the Crown to act ma manne1 that 1s 
inconsistent with the principles of the Treaty ofWaitangi. 

Although Treaty duties are not enforceable, the validity of CroMI conduct under the Act can 
be assessed in relation to Treaty principles. The Ma01i case hinged on the application of this 
section, as it was the mechanism which allowed litigation of their claims. 

---------
41 Above n 8, 517. 
42 Above n 8, 517. For example - "in times ofrl!cession the Crown may be regarded as actJ:ng reasonably in not becoming involved in heavy expenditure": above n 8, 1 J 7 If a taonga is in a vulnerable state ( as is Maon language), this "may well requrre the Crown to take especially vigorous action for its protection"· above n K ''17). 
41 Tots aspect will be further developed below in Part V. 44 Te Heuheu Tukino v Aotea District .Maorz Land Board [1941). ZLR "iQO; [1941] AC' 308 



1: 
Section 23 of the Act governed the proposed transfer of assets.45 Section 9 is to he treated 

as a "paramount provision"46
, and will not permit the transfer if Treaty principles would be 

breached. 47 Therefore, it "becomes the duty of the courts to check when called on to do so 

in any case that arises. whether that restriction has been obsetVcd and, if not, to grant a 

remedy. "48 

The NZAf C case provided a novel situation in which to apply section 9. In past cases, a5sets 

which the Crown wished to transfer were subject to potential Maori ownership claims. 49 If 

those Treaty claims were prejudiced by a transter, then Treaty principles would be breached. 

This was not the situation here. !viaori had no interest in the assets themselves. The 

importance of the asset5 was their (alleged) ability to influence the Crown's fulfilment of its 

Treaty duty. This extended application of section 9 required a renewed appraisal of its terms 

by the court,;;. 

Considering the title to the assets was unencumbered, how should it be decided whether the 

impending transfer was inconsistent with Treaty principles? The answer ic:; that section 9 

only prevents action which diminishes the Crown's capacity to lulfil it5 Treaty obligations. 

Using it to force the Crown to take positive steps towards fulfilment of its duties would be 

wrong. 50 

---------- - -
45 Above n 27. 
46 Somers J m above n 35. 69o. 
41 Above n 35. 060. 
48 Cooke Pin above n 35,660 
49 For example, m New Zealand Maori Council v Attorney-General above n 35, Maori were concerned that 
the transfer ofland to vanous State entcrpnscs would frustrate future r.;commendat.J.ons of the Waitangi 
Tribunal relatmg to the ownership of that land. S1mtlarly, 111 Tamuz Manri Tnist Board v Attorney-General 
[1989] 2 NZLR 513 it was the proposed transfer of coal-mining rights which caused concern. 
50 McGechan J put the matter this way 

"I consider action will be 'inconsistent' with T'reaty principles, \\1th111 the meanmg of:.. 9, if 
such action reduces unnecessarily Crown capacity to meet Treaty obhgat10ns to protect the 
language, or excludes related ':'reaty compliance steps (if any) which 111 the circumstance- and 
constramts then prevailing the Crown reasonably could and ltould th .... n take '' 

Above n 11, 24. 
There was argument in the Court of Appeal as to exactly what he meant by the last sentence, but eventually 
the case was approached by both sides on the footing that an impairment of capacity must be shown. This 
was also the approach used by the Privy Counctl 

"The answer depends on whether the transfer of the assets could now or in the foreseeable 
future imparr, to a material extent, the Crown's ability to take th reasonable actions wluch 1t 1 

under an obltgatJon to undertake 111 order to comply with the princ1pks of the Treaty.'' 
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This restrictive interpretation of section 9 did not find favour with Cooke Pin the Com1 of 

Appeal. Throughout the long history of the proceedings, he was the sole judge to find the 

proposed transfer unlawful. 51 

His starting point was that the Treaty is to be given a wide and liberal interprctation.52 

Therefore, Cooke P thought "a distinction for the purpose of Treaty principles between 

preserving capacity and u~ing it is the ve1y kind of legal subtlety which should be foreign to 

the approach to a pact with an indigenous people. "53 Section 9 should be '·approached in 

the same spirit as the pact itself". 54 So, the question should simply be \\hcther the action 

"will produce or contribute to producing a result inconsistent with that guarantee. "55 

The difference in this approach may be more illusory than real. A cau al link between the 

transfer of assets and the situation which is inconsistent with Treat) principles is essential. It 

is difficult to see what this link may be other than a reduction in the Crown's ability to meet 

its obligations. In reality, the restructuring 'produced' or 'contributed to producing' the 

repugnant situation, not the transfer of assets. The President's later conclusion that there 

was a reduction in the Crown's capacity to fulfil its duty reflects this. 56 

Section 9 is concerned only with qualifying powers conferred elsewhere in the Act. This 

qualification demands that the provision is not ··to provide a lever which can be used to 

compel the Crown to take positive action to fulfil its obligations under the Treaty".57 A 

requirement that the proposed transfer must impair the Crown's capacity to meet Treaty 

obligations is a logical way of giving effect to this intent. 

Fm1hermore, the capacity qualification is entirely consistent with previous cases, where 

success was founded on Treaty claim~ being prejudiced b · proposed transfers. 58 The Treaty 

claim here was the active protection of 1'1aori language \i.a broadcasting. It is difficult to see 

how this duty could be prejudiced if the transfer of assets does not alter the prevailing 

situation. 

Aboven8, ~19. 
'

1 New Zealand Afaorz Council v Attomey-General [ 1 ll92l 2 , rzLR "'>77, 584 
'
2 As decided m above n 35 
'i Above n ",J, 583 
54 Above n 51,584 
' ' Above n 51, 579. 
50 Above n 51,585. 
57 Above n 8, 520. 
' 8 Above n 40 



13 The original issue was whether the Crown's protective steps were sufficient to meet its 
Treaty duty. 11ris became distorted by the use of section 9, where attention is necessarily 
focussed on the act of transfer itself. The protective steps already taken remained relevant to 
the overall inquiry, but where no longer under direct scrutiny. 

3 The application of section 9 

A broad and profound constitutional claim was thus reduced to a normative legal issue. 
Would the Crown's ability to meet Treaty obligations be impaired by the transfer of assets? 
A consideration of the circumstances surrounding the transfer was required. 
After studying the new broadcasting environment, !\1cKay J was not persuaded that the 
transfer of assets would alter the present situation:59 

Th.is is the present situation It does not :seem to me that the transfer of assets will materially 
change it The concerns expre sed on behalf of the appellants apply a much to the present 
;:;ituahon as to the <;ihrntion that will exist after the e_<;seto; have been transferred. The only 
difference would seem to be that once the assets are transfened the Crown will be less able to 
reconsider the present strucrures and revert to a more direct control over either one or all of the 
charmels. 

There was a lack of compliance with the Treaty in the restructuring process. It is clearly in -----doubt whether the Crown can comply with its obligations under the new structure. Despite 
this, McKay J concluded such factors were beyond reproach from the Court:60 

Whether the Crown is able to comply with its Treaty obhgation:s within tl1e new stru~tures is 
clearly arguable, but those structures are alreadv in place. They have bt!en achtcved by 
legislation, and are not able to be challenged m these proceedmgs. It rs on(v the proposed 
transfer of ownership of the assets which can be challenged 

This was a tidy solution to a perplexing problem. The Court affirmed an obligation to 
actively protect Nlaori language in broadcasting. However, the new broadcasting 

~
9 Above n "11,602. McKay J delivered the leadirigJudgement of the maJority m the Court of Appeal. 60 Above n 51, 002 (empha:sts added). 

YlCT!')'11' I,. 
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environment originates from valid legislation. Therefore, the stmcture must remam as 

Parliament intended. Within this stmcture, the Crown's capacity to comply with its Treaty 

duty was unaffected by the transfer of assets. Accordingly, section 9 was not breached. 

Cooke P took issue with this decision. The President was persuaded that the Cro\.vn's 

capacity to comply with its obligations would be impaired by a transfer of assets. 1bis was 

because the Crown "would lose the lever provided by the control of the assets. "61 In other 

words, the assets represented the last remnant of Crown control over broadcasting. 

4 Resolution by the Pnvy Council 

The Privy Council affirmed the decision of the Court of Appeal. I Iowever, some aspects of 

the reasoning vary from McKay J's judgement. The Judicial Committee agreed that section 

9 only prevents action which would restrict the Crown's ability lo comply with Treaty 

obligations.62 To decide whether section 9 was breached_ the wider effects of the Act were 

analysed. The conclusion was as follows: 63 

---------
61 Above n 51, 585. Presumably the lever indicated is s 23 of the State-Owned Enterpnses Act 1980, which 
allows the Crown to transfer assets to State enterprises ''for such consideration, and on such te1ms and 
conditions, as the shareholding Mirusters may agree with the State enteq>rise." 
62 Above n 50 
63 Above n 8, 520 ( ernphast,;; added). 



The combined effect of the statutory prov1S1ons to which reference has been made 
demonstrates that after transfer the Crown can exercise a substantwl degree of indirect 
control over the maimer 111 wluch the assets are employed. If the Cro\\TI in order to fulfil 1ts 
obligahons under the Treaty wishes to promote more Maori language television and is prepared 
to accept the cost implications of what 1t wishes to achieve th~n in reality 1t will be able to bnng 
this about even after the transfer of the assets... . The transfer of the as:,et will not therefore 
substantially undermine the ability of the Crown to fulfil Ifs obligations under the Treaty. 

lS 

This was because a state enterprise "remains very much the Crown's creature.''64 A state 
enterprise would be unlikely to frustrate the Crown's wishes. Even if the Crown found its 
influence to be inadequate, it could seek the necessary legislative powers to achieve its 
objective.65 

Thi<.i conclusion was sufficient to allow the Judicial Committee to reach the same result as 
the Court of Appeal.66 However, their Lordships deemed it necessary to further e.·plain the 
opinions delivered in the Court below. 
It was stated that the difference in opinion between the President and McKay J was clue to 
the significance they attached to the changes made by the restructming legislation.67 \Vhile 
no doubt true, this is slightly misleading. The significance attached to the assets themselves 
was the critical factor. Cooke P was confident the assets gave the Crown ability to influence 
programme content. The majority was not. 
This greater optimism caused Cooke P to place greater significance on the changes already 
made by legislation. The policy in place became the very rea on to prevent the transfer, as it 
pro'\i.ded very weak, if any, protection for the language. The control of assets represented 
the last fragment of Crown influence over the broad asting structure. 
Thi<.i can be compared to the maj01i.ty, who found the restructu1ing legislation to be 
significant in a different way. A<.i the policies enshrined in the legislation ''are accomplished 

"" Above n 8, 520. 
f~ Above n 8, 520 
66 ote that tt does not deal with the assertion of Cooke Pm above n 51, 581 that 1f"a future Parliament wished to change the policy, clauns for compensation unlikely lo be affordable would have to be expected." This nnportant factor was not lost on the other member~ of the Court of Appeal - McKay J suggested ''[rn)imsterial directions could be given to Telev~sion 1 cw Zealand Ltd, but given present policies of accountability, this would seem most unlikely while these policies are maintruned'': above n 51, 002. It seems that entering into the arena of speculation as to governmental action must ultimately be Just that -speculation. 
67 Above n 8, S24 
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facts upon which the Court is not entit]ed to pass a value judgement",68 they must he given 

full effect. The legislation effectively gave the Crown limited power to control programme 

content even before the transfer of assets. Further examination suggested a shift m 

ownership could have no further prejudicial effect on the Crown's Treaty obligations. 

Their Lordships gave their own indications as to the proper relevance of existing statuto11 

frameworks when applying section 9. The Maori Council strongly supported the reasoning 

of Cooke P, who argued that c. ·eluding legislative schemes from consideration would 

amount to reading down section 9:69 

It would amount to rewriting the section as 1f 1t said "Nothmg m this Act shall permit the 

'rovm to act in a marmer that 1:; inconsistent with the principle<; of the T1eaty of Wa1tangi, 
except in so far as any Crown action give:-. effect to the policy of any enactment other than tlu::. 
section that is inconsistent with those principles. 

Their Lordships advised that policy reflected in legislation is relevant for consideration as 

part of the smTounding circurru,1ances. 70 Therefore, if the legislative framework contri mtes 

to the transfer being inconsistent with Treaty principles, there is no excuse to deny the claim. 

Unfortunately, the legislative polfoy may be frustrated. 71 However, policy retle ted in 

legislation is within the Legislature's entitlement, and should not be frustrated unless the act 

the approach of the majority in the Court of Appeal \Vho were well aware that the 

"judgement called for by s[ection] 9 must be made within the framework that now exist'."~3 

0
~ Harche Boys J m above n 5 L 588 

69 bove n 51,585. 
1' Above n 8, 524 
7

' Above 118,524 
Above n 8, 524 

' Above H 51, )88 



C' Comment on the Proceedings 

All members of the judiciary involved with this "ungrateful" 74 matter followed the same legal 

approach. As dictated by the Privy Council, the fundamental question when applying 

section 9 is whether the Crown's capacity to comply with Treaty obligations is reduced or 

impaired by the proposed action. While simple in its formulation, this interpretation proved 

to be trick-y in application. 

This is amply illustrated by Cooke P rationally reasoning himseff to the opposite conclusion 

of the majority. This divergence illustrates uncertainty in a matter involving an instrument 

which "is of the greatest constitutional importance to 1 Te\lli Zealand."7
~ This should be a 

source of concern. How was Cooke P able to achieve such a feat? He proceeded down the 

same path a~ the majority, but arrived at a different destination. 

This should not be a source of surprise. In early judicial consideration of section 9, it was 

recognized that ultimately, in any pa1ticular situation, the determination must be a question 

of fact. 76 However, it ··does not follow in each instance the question will admit of only one 

answer. "77 
1 lore significantly, "a value judgement is inevitably involved in determining 

whether Ministerial conduct is or would be inconsistent with Treaty principles."78 

The answer to the predicament must be that Cooke P travelled fut1her down the path than 

others were willing to follow. His decision attempted to rectify a legislative structure already 

in place. This must have been far beyond the Legislature's contemplation when sc tion 9 

wa<.; enacted. Section 9 is '·a fetter on Executi\e action, not on legislative power.''79 It 

clearly docs not give cout1s the power to assess the validity of legislation in relation to Treaty 

principles. 

So, which "side"80 won? As predicted, it is not entirely clear. To begin with, the highest 

judicial authority has affirmed a Treaty duty to promote Maori language in broadcasting. 

74 Above n 51, 586. 
15 Above n 8,516. 
7f, Above n 35, 664. 
n Cooke Pin above n 35, 664. 
18 Casey J m above n 35, 704. 
79 Above n 5 L 588. 
80 Above n 31. 
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The value of this affumation should not be trivialized, as the Crown does not treat its Treaty 

obligations lightly. There is now a foundation from which to negotiate, discuss and consult 

in the true spirit of Treaty partners. 

On the other hand, significant factors point in the opposite direction. Despite the good faith 

of the Crown, increased exposure for Maori language in broadcasting involves compromises 

in Crown policy. Some of these compromises may be simply too large for the Crown to 

make. Here the outcome of the proceedings weigh in the Crown's favour. This is because 

the opportunity for Maori to litigate their claims has been and gone, and any other judicial 

protection is limited. 

D Is Adequate Protection Pus'iible? 

The feeling from the case is that the proposed broadcasting structure did not ofter adequate 

protection for Maori Janguage. \Vhilc not subjected to final decision. on its face, the 

structure did not measure up to the Treaty's protective guarantee. What would hav 

happened if Cooke P's decision was upheld? Presumably the transfer would be fu11hcr 

delayed until adequate protection for Maori language was guaranteed. However, as past 

cases have shown, this does not mean the coutts can force the Crown into specific action. 

The approach in the past has been to require the Treaty. partners to negotiate a suitable 

scheme to ensure action is consistent , rith Treaty principles. Reasonable safeguards are 

required. 81 The task of finding a suitable protective scheme here is daunting given the 

environment the restructming legislation assembled. 

The Broadcasting Act 197682 required the Broadcasting Corporation to have regard to 

Government policy in relation to broadcasting, and to comply with directions given by the 

Crown pursuant to such policy. In comparison with a grants scheme, this illustrates a more 

direct way of enabling greater Ma01i language representation in broadcasting. This is still a 

81 Above n 35 Although the usual position is that courts are powerks:s to compel the Crown mto dec1s1ons 
of policy, the effect ofs 9 could be to be compel the Government to enact policy to comply with the -;ection 
For example, following the successful action m New Zealand A1aori Cotmcz/ v Attorne~· General above n 1\ 
ss 27 to 270 of the State-Owned Enterpnse Act 1980 were enacted to enable the Crown to resume land which 
was the subject of uccessful clauns to the Waitangi Tnbunal. 
2 Section 20. 
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far from perfect resolution to the current dilemma. The government's goodwill is imperative 

for success. As history shows, such a provision did not prove to be effective in the past. 

Although true that the Crown is now more adequately informed as to the rel vance of 

broadcasting to preservation of faori language, conservatism in an area with large fiscal 

implications would be wa1rnnted. In sho1t. such a provision does not provide a guarantee, it 

merely protects Crown discretion. 

An illustration of such directives could be the imposition of quotas. Statutory quotas would 

no doubt please those fighting for the language, and have been used overseas. 83 However, 

quotas are gravely inconsistent with the state-owned enterprise philosophy to operate as a 

successful business, and to be as profitable and efficient as comparable private businesses. 84 

Fu1ther difficulties arise in deciding what form quotas should take. ~lost quotas would be 

unreasonable within the current scheme. 85 Hence, Treaty principles would not require 

Maori language quotas to be implemented, as they would substantially undermine the 

Crown's right to govern effectively. 86 

Despite a duty to facilitate the increased exposure of Maori language in broadcasting, there 

is no other reasonable alternative to the grants scheme originally proposed. Unless the 

broadcasting structure is dramatically altered, the protection for ~ Iaori language "'ill 

continue to be weak. 

3 Welsh medium broadcastmg began with quota·. In the late 107o·s it was anticipated that a new ch,mnel 
I SC ~) would be devoted exclusively to Welsh language. ln the end. there , ·as a political fight to achieve the 
initial quota of 22 homs per week. Therefore, .McGechan J wa:-. nght in nollng tltat the Welsh ihiation may 
be oflimited assistance for ~1aon above n 10. o2 - th.::re was no detailed an.uyst" of how broadca ting may 
best serve the language, but sunply concessions to political pressure 
84 Section 40) of the State-Owned Enterpnse Act ](>80. 
85 \faori language is not the only area where extra fundmg is needed Three (iovernmcnt intere ts have bet:n 
1denllfied - provid.mg access to broadcasts for small or remote comrnurulies, local content programmes, and 
minority interest programmes. Resources to achieve ull three are limited Therefore the grants scheme 1s 
used to enable prnper targeting and Jkxibility. it may ··iet1mrt: trade ofls to be made" See Report on 
Implementation of Broadcasting Polzcy Reform (Officials Co·ordmallng C'omrmttee on Broadca ting, l ()88) 
21. The unposihon of a quota for Mao1i prngra.mmmg would only. erve to complicate an dlready d1flicult 
area. 
8

~ In this regard, note the assert10n of Cooke Pin above n 35. oo'i· 

'' The pnnciple:- of the Treaty do not authorize unrea:,onabl n: tnctions on the nght ofa duly 
elected Govcnunent to follow its chosen policy Indeed to try and hackle the Government 
unrea ·onably would it ·elf be mcon ·1stent with tho e pnnc1ples." 
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IV THE CURRENT SITUATIO 

The Public Broadcasting Fee, coupled with appropriations from Parliament as feared, have 

been inadequate to help promote more than scarce i faori language representation in 
broadcasting. 

Radio is the only medium approaching something close to that emisaged by Maori. 87 

Mainstreaming in television is non-existent, 88 and the total number of hours dedicated to 

:rvfaori language i<s sparse. 89 There is nothing to provide greater encouragement than was 

evident before the proceedings begun in the late 1980's. 

One question remains to be answered - is the effort really wot1h it? 

V THE ROLE OF BROADCASTING IN PERSPECTIVE 

A Broadcasting Afaorz Language - Can There be Success? 

The duty to promote Maori language in broadcasting was imposed with no opposition. The 

eV1dence before the High Court demanded the acceptance of such a duty.90 There wa<s no 

discussion of evidence against the duty under consideration, which casts doubt on 

McGechan J's asse11ion that in detemuning the importance of broadcasting, "there is room 

for commonsense and inferences as to probability. "91 

87 There are 22 radio stations promoting Maori language and culture acros ~ew Zealand on a regional basi" 
See ''Maori Radio 11uives on Dance :-.1us1c'" The Dommion, 8 ri.1ay IQ95, 9 Aotearoa Radio operates on a 

nahonal :,,pectrnm However, as far as ' mamstream' radio is concerned, Maori content ('Te Reo o Aotearoa' 
and ' Mana, faori Media' I ai;counted for approxunately WO hours of atwnaJ Radio broadcasts ml 904. See 
Radzo New Zealand Annual Report 1993-1994, 35. 

8 Throughout 1994, none of the available teleV1s1on :,tations had .\ faoti language content programmes 
scheduled for primetime ('\.30 pm - 10 30 pm). See l>.J Martin (ed) Telev1siot1 The New Zealand Televzszon 
Broadcasters ' 1994 Yearbook(feleVISion B1oudcastmg Group, Wellington, )9Q5) H 
89 

'Maori programmes' ftmded by New Zealand on Atr <Broadcasung Commission) for the year ended 30 
June 1994 totalled 116 hours across all three nahOnal networks. See above n 88, 46 
90 In the High Court, ~fcGechan J was greatly influenced by the C'hainn n of the Maori Langwge 
Comrn1ss1on, Rev Kmgi Ihaka, who :-;trongly supported the use ofbroadcastmg. Above n 11, 60 
~
1 Above n 11, 60. 
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Broadcasting was envisaged as a major component in the cause to 'revitalize' the language. 
However, it must be understood that Maori language is in the grip of an ongoing trend. This 
trend is a decline in the use of the language since colonization by the British. This decline 
must be stopped. and then reversed for .1aori language to survive. Put this \ ay, we should 
not talk of revitalizing or promoting the language, but rather of 'reversing language shift' .92 

The position Maori language finds it~elf in is nothing new in an international sense. Various 
linguistic minorities in an array of countries have fought the same battle that ::Vlaori are now 
fighting. 93 The problem of reversing language shift has thus developed into a complex social 
scienc.,e. Researchers have spent lifetimes examining thc causes of language shift, and have 
developed theories for reversing this phenomenon. 

The parties to the rz~IC proceedings were well aware; that broadca-;ting was not a 
resolution to the problem in itself, but was one important factor in addressing the crisis 
facing Maori language. There was a feeling that the Crown had not adequately put its mind 
to a~certaining how broadcasting could be used to encourage Maori language. The Treat ' 
required them to do this. 

For the social science expe11s, this is an understandable approach, but could prove to be a 
destructive influence when trying to save i\faori language. Indeed, perhaps the most eminent 
of all the experts has been critical of salvation d:forts which fo~us on broadcasting to a large 
degree. Joshua Fishman94 regards broadcasting as sef\ing little positive purpose, and the 

"pursuit of these stages at this time may represent little more than the pursuit of a will-o'-the-
wisp. ''95 His concluding warning as to the 1 cw Zealand position is ominous:96 

The biological clock is ticking for Maori. Who can serve as modch. for native-like Maon 
language-111-culture. when the grandparents <1re all gone? Will this clock be heard, or will the 
noise of an artificial life-..,upport system ( consishng of media, hype and kmdcrgartm plus a 
few ;;;chools operating 111 a vacuum) succeed m drowrung out the ttckmg? 

~
2 This 1s the label given to situations where "native languages are threatened because thcrr intergenerational 

continuity 1:s proceedmg negatively \vith fewer and fewer users .. or uses eveiy generation'' See J Fbhman 
Reversing Language Sh~ft· Theoretrcal and Empirical Fowulutions of Assr ta11ce to Threatened 
Languages (Clcvedon, Philadelphia, 1991) I 
~1 E. ·amples include Irish m Ireland, B[!Sque and Catalornan 111 Spain and even Y1cldi h 111 the L:rnted State 
94 Above n 92, 241. The obseIVations were made at the tune when the VLMC court proceedmgs were just 
beguuung. o doubt Fislunan would be critical of the tune and effort ,pent on the resulting litigation 
9 ) Above n 92,244 
96 Above n 42, 246. 



This criticism stems from his theory for 'reversing language shift'. The key to prosperity is 

dedication to the "authoritative allocation of scarce resources, such as intelligence, funds, 

time, effort and implementational power, to the solution of language status problem•1;''. 
97 

Initial efforts should concentrate on where the language is used the most - at home and in 

the wmmunity. There, intergenerational erosion can be halted in the most effective way, by 

building a strong foundational support for future, more advanced cfforts.98 The beginnings 

of this foundational suppo1t exist, with kohanga reo99 being the most prominent 

esrablislunent, but it is not complete. As has been frequently lamented there is virtually 

nothing to build upon the outstanding work done by the kohanga reo movement once 

children reach school. 

Fishman can understand why :Maori have tried so hard to get the broadcasting industl}' to 

respond to their needs. Broadcasting now represents a foundational institution of societ). 

Therefore, successtully establishing i\faori language within it would imply that c 1aori 

language is an important, material part of modem society. To him, this is the danger. What 

appears to be uccess, could simply be an illusion. 

Bold and exciting manoeuvres to achieve compulsory compliance with . 1aori demands may 

proV1de gratification if successfu~ but may only lead to ··hollow victories and must ultimately 

crumble unless they rest upon the strong base of the infom1al, intimate spoken language in 

daily family, neighbourly and community interaction" .100 The primary concern must be to 

secure comprehension and use of Maori language amongst young people. Broadca ·ting is 

not well suited to do this. It does shape attitudes. it conveys images. However, for actually 

transmitting knowledge and fluency from the old to the young, ii is deficient. l11e reation 

of a positive attitude towards Maori language and culture \ ill not help if time runs out. and 

people have ignored the crucial aspect of conveying the language from those who know it to 

those who do not. 

This is the fear for the experts. Apparent success in broadca ting, and in other public areas 

through symbolic and tokenistic representation, can creak an aura of accomplishment. 

hove n 92, 81. 
1he reqmrement is to "undertake to repair lower, foundational ·tages bdore moving ahead to more 

advanced ones" hove n 92, 109. 
'
9 1bese arc programmes where children of pre-school age .tre taught m complete Maon anguage 

enviromnents 
100 Above n 92 110 

' 
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Amongst the euphoria of recognition, and perceptions of resurrection of :Niaori language, 

people are inadvertently lulled into a false sense of security. The dreaded consequence is 

that the first-hand teaching of the language to the young is overlooked. 

Furthe1more, huge amounts of effort are required to become established in broadcasting. 

The chances of attaining worthwhile results are limited. Fluent speakers enter the industry 

with enthusiasm, and are eager to help with the endeavour to communicate ~faoti. language. 

How long does this optimism last in an environment where success is difficult to measure, 

and constant financial burdens prevail? Fishman would suggest this enthusiasm and energy 

is vital, and should not be wasted on building ··castles in the sky" .101 Its greatest value is in 

the community. However hard it may seem, 102 the small steps must be taken first - the 

establishment of communities where the young are free to immerse themselves in Maori, 

away from the influence of the language which has drowned Maori for so long. 

B Broadcasting Maori Culture and Interests 

Language and culture are difficult concepts to isolate in practice - language is part of culture, 

and culture is part of language.103 It is therefore not surprising that the NZ\1C proceedings 

were based on a Crown obligation to protect both language and culture. 

Intuition suggests the home and community are best equipped for enabling individuals to 

become aware of their heritage and culture. 1 'ot only does immediate contact provide the 

optimal environment for language transmission, but must also be the primary method for 

spreading the wealth of 11aoti. culture. 

The question is whether broadcasting can act as a sUITogate for community based 

programmes. The argument of Maori is that it can - and may even go further in 

disseminating :tvfaoti. language and culture. Raising the profile and status of all things 1 faori 

101 Above n 92, l 10. 
10

~ "These stages Me labor-mtensive rather than cost-intensive, and, as such, they depend squarely on the 
dedication, ability and simple sweat and tears that can be mobilized ... " Above n 02, 111 
101 The relationship between the two concepts 1s difficult to ascertain und define, and is said to be 
cxceedmgly complex. See J Edwards Linguistic Alinorities Policies and Pluralism (Academic Pres. , 
London, 1984)291 
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can encourage a greater desire to learn and use the language in the community. 104 Exposure 

in broadcasting will create an incentive to learn the language:105 

The objective of mainstrearmng as seen by the appellants 1s not merely to reach the Maori 

audiences at a tltne when they are able and likely to watch television, but to present the 

language to the total audience in a way which will attract viewers and affirm the importance of 

the language in the eyes of both Maon and non-Maori. This concept does not appear to have 

been grasped by the Crown's officials. 

Care is needed here. Throughout the judgements delivered in the case· s long histof}, tenns 

such as .. faori "culture" and "interest" were used in relation to'· ... 1aori programming''. It may 

be a simplistic point to make, but ':\faori' is not a concrete definition. 106 Broadcasting 

shapes mass perception, and therefore subtleties in these concepts should not be overlooked 

- especially if Maori are concerned with establishing respect and understanding amongst 

non-Maori. This delicacy of this task should not be underestimated. 

The broadcasting industry of the United States provides ample thought-provoking material 

on thic.; aspect. With its massive and competitive 'free' markets, difficulties in providing 

adequate minority representation arise. The Federal Communications Commission has 

developed policies to encourage diversity of minority views in the media. The main thrust is 

to facilitate minority ownership of radio and tclcvi.sion networks. 107 I'he policies make it 

cheaper; and somemnes easier for a minority member to he g.rantcd an available 

broadcasting licence. These policies were challenged on the basis that they were 

unconstitutional. 108 

114 In Wales 1t has been noted that televis10n 1s more successful is shaping young peoples attitudes to culture 
than language. Attitudes to language only changed once someone became more involved m that culh1Tc See 
C Baker .4.~pects of Bilingualism in Wales (Multilingual Matters Ltd, von, I 98~ 117 
JO< Above n 51,601 
106 See above n 2 14 for discussion on the penis m detcmmung exactl) what ' i\laon' doe and does not 
include. 
107 In New Zealand, lwi :-.ponsorslup is required for radio frequencie:, rillocatcd to ommuruty ba.scd ~laon 
radio stations 'The idea being that iwi would then b.'! responsible for ensurmg broadcaster comph~d v.ith 
conditions ofliccnsing - namely, the promotion of Maori language and culhire Sec I le Ara Hou mo Te Rea 
lr1rang1 -A N~wPatl,for Broadcasl111g { 1irustry ofBroadcashng, JCNO) 
108 The policies relating to broadcasting forrn a part of the wider haffinnatlve action" deb~te 111ese policies 
were usually challenged under the Fifth Amendment. wluch guarantees equal protect10n under the law. See 
generally A J Anastos "'!be Fallacy of a Smglc :\!inotil) Broadcast Voice· The Legacy of Metro 
Broadcasting Inc v Federal Commwucattons Cormmsston ' O 901) l) Com Law 3. 
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A narrow majority of the Supreme Court in1\!etro Broadcasting, Inc v FCC1c9 upheld the 

policies. They noted similar point'i to the couits in .. Tew Zealand - the world that 

broadcasting offered to minorities was very ''white" dominated. The Supreme Court was 

not concerned with remedying past wrongs. Rather, it was in the public interest ( and 

therefore government interest) to have continued viewpoint diversity in broadcasting. 

The decision was based solely on the idea that min01ity ownership leads to mino1ity 

representation in programming. 110 One argument put forward in opposition of such policy 

is that this nexus is very difficult to substantiate. 111 After a careful stud. Spitzer concludes 

that minority and majority station o\.vners will behave in the same wa ·.112 The is because 

both will want to maximise the market's profit potential. 

Those involved with 'Maori Broadcasting' are less motivated by materialism,113 but the 

viability of the broadcasting station will still depend on a degree of commercial succe . 

.. faori stations will have difficulty promoting solely 1aori culture and language - they must 

respond to the audience. Invatiably, this leads to programme content that is similar to that 

found in main~tream stations. 114 The fear must be that the faori element \ 'ill become 

subordinate to the dominant viewpoint demanded by the audience. Although the ... laori 

content is prcs nt - is it really being listened to in the way it should'? 

:, 110 S C't. 20Q7 (l 000). 
• •

0 In this respect the following statement 1s of mterest 

"\faon control 1s also an important feature oC\faori broaclcdstmg o longer 1s 1t appropnate, 
if it ever wa , to rely on Pa.keha benevolence for mclus10n of Mu ri dim.msion in public 
broadcastmg ~faon broadcashng mw,t mean notlung le:,1, thun broad a; tmg for Maon by 
Maon." 

Sir Kmgi Ilrnka for the \faori Language Commission in above n 21 l <; 

At pre ent, the main mechanism for broadca:-.tmg of l\laon language 1s the r gune of ~cparak '·i'l'.ri radio" 
station: 'f11erc wa:, a bid to have a separate Maon telev1s1on :tat10n 'I'. hen the licence was ot1ered in the 
l "'80's - see R Benton The Role ofTeleiiswn m the Survival ofA!aori Language (Te Wahanga Maon 
Occasional Psper 1 o 18, 1985). 
1

' 
1 ~1 L Spitzer above n 7, A J Anastos above n l 08. This nexus was ~senbJl to upholding the polit.:1es The 

FCC's pobc1es had been challenged as unconstih1ttonal in that they had the eflect of creahng mequality 
before the law. Tt was therefore necessary to e tablLsh a State mtere t 111 allmv111g the polic1e - 111creased 
diversity was thi · mtere·t. 
11

' Abovl! n 7, 360 
113 It will be a condition of the broadcaster's licence tliat he or she be conumlte<l to the development of 
Yl:aon language and culture. 
1

'
4 For example, \1AI F!\188 (Auckland) became the third mo:,I popular station through its concentn1bon on 

dance music. ·nus is one of the 22 stations set up natJonW1de to promote Maon language and culture. The 
station was :mcces~ful because 1t was "aud1r..:nce dnven''. See". laon Radio'[ hrives on Dance tv1m,1c'' above 
n 87. 
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Other simmering conflicts anse 111 relation to policies such as those implemented in the 

United States. One issue to surtace is the assumption of a ''singular minority voice which, 

when placed inside the broadcast studio, better represents minorities than does a well-

informed nonminority:' 11
~ , faori are more acutely aware of the negati\c impacts of 

broadcasting than others. They have unique insights as to the effect it has had. The 

dominant culture is simply not fully aware of what has been going on. 116 

There could, however, be impediments to the progress of Ma01i language and culture if the 

theme ''broadcasting for Maori by Maori''117 is taken too far. It has been commented in 

relation to the United States that: 118 

[ 0 ]ne of the new hallmarks of racism 1s the notion of one black voice, one black expenence, 

one black political comrnumty, one black ideology - of a black commumty w1thout an authentic 

inner political life wracked by dissension and ideologjcal struggle 

Clearly, views such as this must not be encouraged. The queslion is , hether it would be 

going too far to suggest that separatism in broadcasting policy could contribute to such 
notions. 

The idea of a single 1 faori interest and .. faori voice will offend many. On one level, there is 

a diversity of culture across the rn·i making up the 1faori population. Each is proud of its 

own history and heritage. This should not be subjected to a process whereby the media 

presents a singular representation of Maori 'interests' and ·culture' to the wider population. 

11aori have a right to individual autonomy al'>o. and broadcasting policy suggesting 

otherwise is undesirable. 119 However well meaning the intention, it is detrimental to use 

labels such as 'Maori interest programmes' and the like. 120 

15 Above n 108, 15. 
'

16 "Ifwe cannot conclude absolutely that the v11.:tuns of racial oppress10n are alway · the be:,t arcruteds of1b 
cure, we must nev1;rtheless assume that the be t ms1ght and mspiration for its amelioration will come fiom 
those most unmediately and negatively affected,, See above n 19, 52Q. 
117 Above n 21 15 
118 E Genoves:, cited in above n 108, l () 
1 

• ~ To put this argument in another form, 1t would be very difficult to define ' Pake ha' culture Ind1viduals 
see themselves differently, have clifferent viewpoints, and a<;pire to different goals Maori are no different - 1t 
is not desirable to subject individuals to a perceived common mterest by perpetuat1011 of separate 'Mc1on 
mterest' programmes 
1 

''Tlus is the proces · which, in its grossest form, allows .. the perpetuatJ n of the tatement, 'TI1ey all look 
alike'." Above n 108, 20. 
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Broadcasting is seen as a tool for presenting Maoti language and culture to the total 

audience. 121 '!he details of Maoti language and culture remain a mystery to much of our 

population. Categorizing programmes as '~1aori interest' will not change this. An aura of 

'theirs' and 'ours' programming arises, and the long dominant English language is not 

encouraged to accommodate Maori within its existence. This acceptance is vital. Maori 

language cannot hope to achieve the existence hoped for if the majority of those using 

English are oblivious to the problems it faces. 

The decline of Maori language was due to the majority's unwillingness to accept its value. 

The situation now is one of apathy. :t\fost are willing to accept the value, tnherent in I\Iaori 

language and culture. but see it as a Maori problem. Separate institutions, and indeed 

concepts of separate Maori interests are not likely to change this attitude, but may simply 
serve to reinforce it. 

VI CONSIDERATIONS FOR TI-ITi FUTURE 

Maori have been adamant that broadcasting is ,,itall) important to the salvation of 1 1ami 

language. There can be no doubt that to occupy a substantive position in New Zealand 

society, Maori language needs to be adequately represented in the media. However, doubts 

must remain whether :Maori language is as yet ready for this increased participation in 
broadcasting. 

Creating diversity in broadcasting has been characterized as ··an attempt to propagate special 

interest markets or to ghettoize audiences into 'mass appeal' on the one hand and minority 

markets on the other. ,,m This is what ~faori hope to avoid. and was the motivation lor 

bringing their action to court. However, enormous difficulties arise when trying to present 

::--.1aori language in a way that takes it beyond the realm of a minmity market. The difficulties 

with establishing • faori in existing stations - whether television or radio - have been 

discussed. Furthe1more, the establishment of separate institutions ]eave doubt a · to the 

effectiveness of presenting la11t:,auage and culture to the wider population. 

12
' Above n 51. bOl 

'
22 Above n 1 o, 528 
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Despite these difficulties, Ma01i were able to point (with some effectiveness) to the 

development of a separate Welsh medium channel (SC4) in Wales. However, more 

negative than positive aspect"> arise from the Wel~h e, ample. The channel's development 

was a direct result of oveniding political pressure. It was virtually a national cause to obtain 

the new channel.123 Only those academics concerned with the development and promotion 

of the Welsh language opposed the new channel. 124 After considerable political fighting, the 

channel was obtained. Issues remained to be resolved regarding programme content. These 

issues were amplified by the availability of only a small target audience. 125 

The content needed to reflect Welsh culture - the minority's views and interests needed to be 

put forth if it was to be appea.Jing, and not of harmful consequence. 126 But this creates more 

problems - what is this 'Welsh dimension', and how can it be defined? Care needed to be 

taken not to unduly extend the portrayal of language and its influence over the life of 

Wales. 127 

To assess whether television is having an influence over the salvation of the Welsh language 

is difficult. All that can he ascertained is that Welsh is still facing difficulties in the same, ay 

that Maori is. 

Endless difficulties arise when trying to successfully establish • 1aori-medium broadcasting. 

A small target audience leads to an uphill battle for survival. Costs continue to be an 

obstacle, and adequate fonding is difficult to obtain. 128 

l?l Much of the comment illustrates exactly what Maori language must avoid - there were those ~upportmg 
the channel because 1t was viewed a;'. recogrution and provided :statu for the decluung language. ·n1e 
majority of non-Welsh speakers saw the channd a:; a way ofremovmg the existmg 'arrnoying" Welsh 
content from the mainstream channels. Tius leaves senou~ questions as to the effectlvene ~ of the chtlilnel 
for conveying the language to the maSs auclience See CJ Dodson and R (1 Jones ·'A Welsh Mectium 
Television Channel for Wales" (1984) l8 International Jnl of the Sociology of Language 11, I . 
124 This was because ··[t]hey considered that merely mamtaining Wei h amongst tho e \\ ho already speak 1t, 
and rnakmg it more difficult for learners to be e. ·pos d to the mfluence of Welsh-medmm programs, would 
not be the best possible way to prese1ve the language, e~pecially as the number of first-language speakers was 
steaclily decluung.'' See above n 123, lo. 
12

' Interestingly, it was felt that the least enthus1a:,tlc support came from the "very audten~e that the new 
seIVIce would need to attract" - the nunonty Welsh -.peakers "[T]heu reuctlon ,vere till apathetic and even 
famtly hostile ." Sec above n 123, 22 
1 6 "[I]ndeed, one could conceive of a Welsh language service that would actually do active harm to the 
living culture by clissemmati'1g mode of thinking and patterns of bel1dviour that are positively minucal to it" 
See above n 123, 2'i. 

1 7 Above n 123, 2o 
1
'• "Auditor Queries Airwaves Funding" The Dominion, Wellington, l\Jew Zealand, 25 May 1995, I 
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Of greater significance is the human input. It would be a shame if this effort were not put to 

best effect. Other areas of development require work, particularly corrununity based 

programmes involving Maori language immersion. Timing is the key, and in the present 

situation, it is perhaps best that fm1her efforts in broadcasting he dcla ·ed until there is 

tronger support for Maori language. After all, broadcasting responds lo the audience's 

demand - if those demands are strong enough, 

VII co. TCLUSION 

Treaty principles are not often legally binding on the Crm>vn, and in this situation, ther 

could have been drastic consequences as a result. Many of those consequences ma) have 

negatively intluenced the progress of i\Jaori language. The problem of protecting 1\Iaori 

language is exceedingly important, and in the present situation, frustratingly diflicult. The 

nature of the judicial process dictated that the judges involved in the litigation con idcred the 

matter on much narrower terms than desirable for policy makers in this area. L29 

They were being asked to decide a legal issue, However, the legal issue had the ability to 

create an imbalance in a complex and criticall · important societal matter. As ditlicult as it is 

to accept, matters such as this should remain in the field of C() 1sultancy, discussion, and 

planning. However, it must be conceded that a high degree of restr int was needed to avoid 

legal action. This was an isolated opportunity to use the courts. The hanccs of future legal 

prol,eedings under the umbrella of the Treaty ~as negligible once the assets were 

tram;ferred. 

So the battle for increased l\faori language representation in broadcasting was lost. The 

reality is far worse than this - • faori language is losing an ongoing war against the 

oppressiveness of English. The socio-linguistic e, ·pcrts would ,;;uggcst Iaori language faces 

a long campaign to prevent complete annihilation. It must first make use of what friendly 

territory remains - fi:ee from the majority lat\,auage's corrupting influence - and go about 

rebuilding and replenishing itself. Dedication and mayhe even hardship will be required. 

129 See above n 3 for an overview of issue· involved with the development of comprehensive language 
planning. 
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The aim should be to increase the numbers willing to fight for its survival. Perhaps then, 

Maori language will command more respect, and may succeed in staking a claim to territory 

hitherto governed by the English language. 

The effort put into the initial reinforcement stage will determine the fate of .. faori language. 

Bold effort to impose itself in the domain of the majority language \\ill onl · serve to make 

it more vengeful in defence of what it consi, ers its own. The parado. · is that the Treaty's 

judicial interpretation requires immediate, positive action for ... 1aori language in the very 

fields that could cause fu11her harm. However, as the cutTent broadcasting circumstances 

show, the Crown is resisting pressure for further Maori language representation. Continued 

resistance will force 1Iaori to act on their own. This i~ the best, ay to continue the fight to 

save ~1aori language. 
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